
Season One, Episode Eight

What if you could run your own mind with the same commands you use
for your computer and laptop? Well, you can.

What holds some people back from getting the life they want?
Remember, we are hit with 60,000 thoughts a day and many say they

miss out on true success and fulfilment because they are simply
overloaded with too much stuff! We all live with constant
communication and information coming at us at speed.

At this point in YOUR MindMotivation you absolutely
know without doubt the answer to your success and

happiness lies in how you use your mind and with
your thoughts you shape your world.

So, here is what I call my ‘mind computer’ strategy – it’s designed to help keep you focused
on what is important; and what will move you towards a more successful life. Many of the
thousands that I've coached tell me this strategy helped them more than any other to
reduce their stress levels and introduce feelings of calmness, confidence and control.

Those 60,000 thoughts! Well imagine sixty thousand emails in our inbox when we switched
on our office or home computer in the morning – we’d soon burn out.

We are now constantly bombarded with data from various sources, mobile, zoom, skype,
facetime, social media, emails, it’s essential to take charge of all that information before you
begin drowning in it.

MINDMotivation!
The One About - Computer Software For Your Mind



YOUR MIND COMPUTER

Let’s keep this simple, what if you used your mind
like the filing system on a computer, organising
and filing all your thoughts and data? Then did
the same for all the information that you have
stored inside your mind for years, your positive
beliefs, memories and life experiences so far?

A question? How are you able to quickly and easily
find the information you want on your computer?
Easy! You filed your information, put it into
different files, and named each file individually so
you can search for what you want and find it
quickly. You command your computer to search
for the file name and within a split second the
information you requested pops up.

Imagine how much more in control you would feel
if you were to do the same with your mind and all
the information both in there and what comes to
you through your day?  You could throw all the
stuff you don’t need in the waste bin and access
all the positive thoughts you need in a split
second.

YOUR SOFTWARE COMMANDS

File & Save 
Delete & Dump 
Mute 
Review & Edit

Let’s start and sort your conscious thoughts into
four broad categories, which tie in with
commands that you would commonly use on your
computer.

The four commands are:

1.
2.
3.
4.

FILE & SAVE

This is where you store all your positive and
empowering thoughts and experiences. This is
where you put all those important experiences
and achievements – those things that have made
you feel fulfilled, proud, happy and successful.

See it as your own ‘personal empowerment file’.
Pull every single memory and experience where
you achieved, succeeded, felt your most confident, 



happy, grateful, positive… The list of positive emotions is endless.

This is NOT showing off, THIS is showing YOU your strengths and talents. Your fulfilment and
joys.

Just as you, and only you, can decide what to store in your personal empowerment file, you
alone will know what to delete and dump from your mind and your life.

DELETE & DUMP

Use this command to remove permanently all the negativity and rubbish (thoughts and
experiences) you do not want to keep, things that do not serve you. Things that did not go to
plan (once you have learnt from them).

Why would anyone keep and store happiness and confidence diluting thoughts, memories
and experiences in their mind? Things that do not make us feel confident and a CAN-DO
attitude?

Imagine you went to the cinema to watch a film and at the end you said to your friend ‘That
was a horrible film, it made me feel thoroughly miserable’, would you then suggest going
back the next night to watch it again? No, of course you wouldn’t.

So, do not repeat an experience that makes you feel
miserable, lacking confidence and self-belief.

When something doesn’t go to plan or something happens that makes you feel miserable,
ask yourself: ‘Will this bother me in a month’s time?’

The answer is usually ‘No… I probably won’t even remember it’ So why wait four weeks to get
that feeling? Delete and dump the negative focus. Change your thoughts and you change
your moods; change your moods and you change your world. You know the law of
attraction, so use it. Once you’ve deleted that negative state, throw out as many positive
thought boomerangs as you can. You’ll get an abundance of positive thoughts, emotions
and feelings bouncing straight back to you.

I mean delete all of it; current and confidence debilitating memories and negative thoughts
you’ve kept for years, (just in case you want to bring them back into your life at some point?
Or meet a friend, add wine and replay and relive them?)

Do not replay past negative experiences.

I practise this constantly and to make it even more powerful I imagine them dropping into a
delete bin; just like the one on my computer screen. Let me repeat myself: delete and dump
anything that doesn’t make you feel good, great or phenomenal in your world and is not
giving you the life, you want.



MUTE
We press this command in our mind just as
we do on our computer when we want no
sound! You can do a mind click and turn
down the sound when you do not want to
absorb negative chat. For example, when
you are in the company of someone
negative, or with someone who has a
pessimistic approach to life or the news is
on reply (switch it off if you can, if not press
mute).

We all know someone like this, at work or
at home, who constantly bemoans life.
Beware, their energy is toxic. I often joke
that we may not be able to ‘delete’ them
but we sure can ‘mute’ their voice and stop
their negative impact, before these people

Write down ten experiences in your life so far that you would store in this
file.

dramatically change your positive mood and make you feel miserable, immediately press
the MUTE command inside your head.

I’ve practised this for years so that I do not assimilate their negativity or depressing
outlooks on the economy, life, health, wealth, relationships or whatever else is wrong for
them. Their negative views and energy are theirs alone and have no place in my day. I
make good use of continuity noises like ‘um’, ‘really’, ‘oh’ and we get along nicely! Their
views will not and do not create my world. That’s solely my responsibility.

EDIT
This is a brilliant command when things do not go to plan, simply press the edit command.
Look back, replay what happened once, edit and in your mind create a positive outcome.
Then file and save this one so that the next time you have a whole new way to act in a
similar situation.

EXERCISE

FILE & SAVE: YOUR PERSONAL CONFIDENCE & EMPOWERMENT FILE

This is your chance to really pin down the key positive experiences and achievements that
have shaped you. For example, winning a top prize at school, running a 10K race, getting on

the course you dreamed of, getting a promotion, getting to grips with a new hobby the
potential answers are endless and, of course, personal to you.

1.

2.

3.



What emotions do these experiences trigger (is it confidence, belief,
success, personal pride and fulfilment)? Think back to how this made you
feel at the time; picture and replay it happening again in your imagination.

Try to see it big and bold, feel it and bring the experience back to life in
real time in your mind.

...............................................................................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................................................

How does this make you feel now? self-belief, confidence, passion, feel-
good, pride, imagination, inspiration, motivation etc. If you do not
experience as powerful and positive a feeling from the memory as you did
when it happened, just repeat a few times and the feelings and emotions
you experienced will bounce back to you.

...............................................................................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................................................

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.



Once you have ‘filed & saved’ the thoughts you wish to keep then you can
search in seconds for the information you want. Information linked to a
memory will trigger the positive emotions you want to feel again. Simply
ask yourself, ‘What have I done, what was it I achieved, what positive
experiences have I stored in my “personal empowerment file'' that will
help me relive this positive emotion?’ confidence then is a click away. I’ve
taught this to executives so they can within seconds pull a a memory from
their mind filing cabinet and in seconds get the confidence and self-belief
to walk out on stage and present to an audience of 1000!

The positive emotions list is endless and it’s your list. You can access it any
time you choose. How great is that!

It’s like having your very own search engine to find whatever you need to
feel fabulous and confident in seconds. But be sure you ask for what you
want and not what you don’t want.

KEEP A JOURNAL

In my career I have met many inspirational and highly successful
individuals who each use this strategy of storing positive experiences in
their mind. Many of them back this up with a physical copy too. If you
don’t try it for 7 days. Trust me you’ll keep doing it!

EXERCISE: DELETE & DUMP

Write down three current negative thinking habits that you will now
delete and dump from your mind and focus:

1.

2.

3.

Done it? Good. How do you feel now? Ask yourself, WIIFM ‘what’s in it
for me?’

...................................................................................................................................................

...................................................................................................................................................

...................................................................................................................................................



Now write down five past experiences you will now delete
and dump from your mind and focus:

How do you feel now you have done this? Ask yourself again, WIIFM ‘what’s
in it for me?’

...............................................................................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................................................

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

DON'T SHARE IT! 

Even worse than storing negative thoughts and experiences and replaying them over again,
is sharing them with anyone willing to listen. Put together two people sharing their negative
experiences – and, believe me, a lot of people do this – and they’ll make each other feel even
worse than they did to begin with (particularly if they’re also sharing a couple of glasses of
Chardonnay at the same time!) - DON’T do it, it does not serve you.

COMMAND: REVIEW & EDIT

At times in your life it is beneficial to review a situation that didn’t go exactly to plan and edit
the experience. Take what you have learnt from it so it will support you in the future. Explore
whether there are things you would do differently next time. When you focus on what you
have learnt from a situation in your life that didn’t turn out as you expected, you will attract
back to you solutions, positive energy, opportunities and improved forward plans. 

Nothing is a failure when you review, edit and learn from it. Live in the solution (future) not
the problem (past).  A bend in the road (of life) is not the end of the road if you keep going
and navigate the bend. Positive thinking is reacting positively to negative situations. You will
be doing this when you choose to pull out lessons learnt.



EXERCISE: REVIEW & EDIT

Write down three past experiences that you view negatively, do not
want to repeat and wish to improve upon next time.

1.

2.

3.

For each experience write down what you have learnt and would
change about your attitude.

1.

2.

3.



For each experience write down what you have learnt and would
change about your actions.

1.

2.

3.

Now edit this experience but play it back in your mind as you expect
it will go for you next time. See your changed thinking, emotions and
actions – role-play a successful outcome. (Repeat this a few times
and make sure you File & Save this experience.)

1.

2.

3.

...............................................................................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................................................

What have you now learnt to enable you to file this as a positive learning
experience or able to delete and dump the experience for good?



File & Save: This is where you store all your
positive, empowering, feel-good experiences.

Delete & Dump: Use to remove forever all the
negative and ‘confidence’ diluters you do not
want to keep.

Mute: Switch off all sound when you do not
want to absorb negative chat.

Review & Edit: Replay and edit anything from
your day that did not go to plan. Play it back as
you wanted it to go with a positive outcome.
Now file it, so that you are ready for the next
time. Learn from it and move on.

Form the habit of consciously doing: File & Save,
Delete & Dump, Mute and Review & Edit. This will
support you enormously, you will not feel
overwhelmed, you will feel in control and as a
result feel happier and more confident, successful
and fulfilled. Will it take effort? Yes. Is it worth it?
Absolutely and your gain will be a hundred times
more than your effort and input.

TO RECAP...

IF IT IS TO BE THEN IT'S UP TO
ME!

TELL YOURSELF...

My MIND is mine and mine
alone, I commit fully to what I

allow in!

I'll see you over on episode 9,
Sharron x 


